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How is Society Possible?
Georg Simmel

Reading Notes by Dan Ryan

[6.3 “Kant asked…”] Kant: how is nature possible?  Nature presented to us as stream of sensations.

Consciousness works to assemble these into objects, substances, processes.  Nature needs something outside

of itself to “be” what we know it as.

[6.7 “It is very suggestive…”] Temptation is to look for analogous a prioristic elements that make society
possible.

discrete individuals sensations
groups/categories are cognitive objects, etc. are cognitive

patterns, forms, rules patterns, forms, rules

But in nature the unity only emerges in the observing subject.  By contrast, the “chunkiness” of society does not
require an outside observer.  Its elements are conscious synthesizing units.

[7.4 “Kant’s axiom that connection…”]The elements of society – individuals – are “naturally” connectors to other
elements.  Social unities (groups, interacting dyads, all manners of “us” and “them”), the “things” of society,
emerge through individuals relating to other individuals.

It IS possible for observers to see additional patterns.  Society can be an object for observation just as nature
can be.  And what is observed as “thing” in this case depends also on the categories brought to the task by the
observer.

[8.1 Owing to these circumstances…] So, the question “how is society possible?” must be answered differently
from question “how is nature possible?”  For the latter, we bring in the idea of cognitive a priori categories.
Nature is possible because of the cognitive structure of the observer of nature and is somewhat independent of
the elements of nature itself.  For the former, though, we need to look at the properties of the elements that
make up society.

What are individuals like such that when you put them together you get society?  Simmel’s book, Soziologie,
“inquires into the processes … that condition the existence of the individuals as society” (8.5).  This reminds us
of Goffman’s question in Interaction Ritual: “What minimal model of the actor is needed if we are to wind him up,
stick him amongst his fellows, and have na orderly traffic of behavior emerge?” (1967, 3).

[8.5 “But the question…”] Push to a more fundamental level of the question.  Society’s unity comes from its
elements not an external observer.  But this does not mean that individuals need to be aware that they are
“forming society.”  They are, however, aware of being tied or related to others – we are conscious of particular
social relations.  Consciously, we have numerous specific relationships and “society” emerges from these.

Questions:

° What is basis of fact that what goes on within individuals are processes of sociation?

° What elements in individuals account for the fact that the results are the production of society units from
individual activity?

[9.1 “The sociological apriorities envisaged…”] Properties to expect from sociological aprioris (following
Kant):

° They completely determine the process of sociation (Vergesellschaftung) as result of what goes on
inside individuals
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° They are idealized models for perfect society (as category of causality defines logic and truth
irrespective of how well actual ideas approximate ideal truths).

[9.5 “(1) The picture of another…”] Distortions of the other

Other is generalized – we cannot fully represent to ourselves any individuality which deviates from our own.
Compare Schutz’ work on typification here.  Grasping of others always through types.  “It seems, however, that
every individual has in himself a core of individuality which cannot be recreated by anybody else whose core
differs qualitatively from his own. . . .We cannot know completely the individuality of another ” (9.9-10.1).

[10.1 “All relations among…”] This incompleteness and the resulting generalization occurs to varying degrees.

à blurring of contours

à “adds a relation to other pictures to the uniqueness of this one”

“In order to know a man we see him not in terms of his pure individuality, but carried, lifted up on lowered, by the
general type under which we classify him” (10.5).  We connect every encounter with the “other” to a web of
types that describes the world.  Is this web of types itself an apriori category?  Not quite.  It builds up from our
experience of the incompleteness of the other (and of things?).  Does Durkheim help here?  Social categories,
Elementary Forms, etc.

[10.7 “This leads to a …”] Further step.  The same uniqueness that means my generalized picture is an
imperfect match also leads me to idealize the other as an individual.  “The picture we form is the one the
personality would show if the individual were truly himself…” (10.8).

Idealized you generalized you

individual other

“All of us are fragments, not only of general man, but also of ourselves” (10.9).  This sounds a bit like
Schutz/Natanson’s “individual type” but also resonates a bit with Weber’s “personality.”  I react to you NOT as a
mere generalized type but as a concrete individual “as if” I actually knew all of you.

I compare this to the way a piece of pottery reassembled by archeologists might appear in a museum.  Some
pieces of the original are never found and so they are filled in with plain grey material.

Social life tells us to interact with others on basis of the real pieces of them that we actually know but the actual
practice of social life is based on transforming what we know into a more general and complete enough other to
interact with.

[11.4 In practice…] To be sociable within groups with others means seeing them not just in their empirical
immediacy but “as” something (“one of us”).  Concept here is somewhere between roles, types, and identities.
Uniqueness and genericness fuse together.  Related idea is Goffman’s notion of taking a line or showing a front.
You can’t just be there for others, you have to be there “as” something.

[11.9 Evidently…] Same is true for relations across groups.  The reality of an individual, say, officer or Catholic,
is distorted by generalization.  Distortion arises from

° individual’s type as person
° idealization of him as unique individual
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° social categories to which he belongs

There may be a “real him” behind it all and we might think that only getting past the other stuff would allow us to
have a genuine relation to him.  But it is the very distortions that make SOCIAL relations as we know them
possible.

[12.6 (2) There is another…]  “…every element of a group is not only a societal part but, in addition, something
else” (12.6).  Simmel suggests here that we not see individual and society as mere opposites or extremes on
some continuum.  Rather, depending on the social relationship, we hold more or less of ourselves back from it.
The social world makes constant demands on us but it does not get us in our entirety.  Man has also an “extra-
social” nature.  Note how this turns things around since we usually start from the idea of stand-alone individuals
and trouble ourselves about how to connect them to others.  A version of this might be that individuals transcend
the roles they play.

E.g., you are a Mills woman or a sociology major but we (Mills or the sociology department) do not have a full claim upon
you.  When someone says “get a life” they are suggesting that you have, perhaps, given too much of yourself to a role, that
is, to “society.”

This degree of overlap/exposure/involvement with society is one dimension of some of the social types Simmel will introduce
later.

[13.5 “Man’s interactions…”] To what degree is it true that “I am my role”?  If the role is the “social part” and the underlying
sense of self or personality is the “personal” part, can we look at different roles and compare how much of the
social/impersonal and how much of the personal they have?

At the one extreme – role and person coinciding – Simmel gives the examples of the lover and the priest.

Lover: I give my whole self to the role.  It’s not just a job!  My everything.  Merge into new unity.  No room for
alienation/separation from self.

Priest: I give up the whole idea of a self.  It’s not a job, it is a life.  There is no self to be alienated/separated from.

[14.3 “The opposite pole…”]The “mere job” in the money economy provides the opposite pole.  Here the role and the self are
completely separated.  Here almost nothing of the self is invested in the role.  One is just a vehicle, just following orders, just
going through the motions.

In a sense this sounds like Marx’s notion of alienation: separation of self and task.  The organization man, the bureaucratic
personality come to mind.

[14.5 Actually, social individuals…] The continuum just described is merely conceptual.  In empirical social life we are
constantly moving back and forth along it, probably never hitting either extreme.

I am constantly having two experiences: of “my” selfness and my “social-ness.”

One “effect” is surely that my “personal” stuff mixes with my social stuff in my head, but that’s not all.  The very fact of there
being these two separate “realms” itself has an effect on what being social is all about.

DJR: The fact that my knowledge of the other is incomplete as is hers of me is what makes interaction with her social.
Complete knowledge would render the interaction something more akin to introspection.

[14.9 “A society is,…”]  Key feature of society is that it consists of elements that are within it but also outside of it
at the same time.

“Society shows possibly the most conscious, certainly the most general, elaboration of a fundamental form of
general life.  This is that the individual can never stay within a unit which he does not at the same time stay
outside of, that he is not incorporated into any order without also confronting it” (15.3).

Cf. too the “wonder of love”: to be one with you while at the same time not being just you.

Same thing in our relation to nature.  Part of nature, but not same as nature.  Humans have an animal side but
they are not just animals.

Cf. Kant (nature is in fact our creation) and Marx (connection with nature, species being, and so forth).
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[15.6 “We do not have…”]

[16.3 “This formula is …”]

[16.8 “In our capacity…”]

[17.6 “We thus see how…”]

[18.7 “(3) Society is a structure…”] Equality is always about some abstract aspect of persons.  In reality, the elements of
society are basically unequal.

[19.2 “Society may be conceived…”] There is a spatial and temporal spreading out of the stuff of society.

[19.5 “The image of general…”]  Positions a la bureaucracy.  Real society different from bureaucracy in that its structure is
emergent rather than planned.

[20.4 “We are thus in a position…”] The third apriori is that society is a structure of positions.  Basic human trait is potential to
“belong” to a society, to have a place, to be able to take a place.

At one level this seems to resonate with Durkheim’s organic solidarity.  Each “defined” by how it fits.  But also mechanical
solidarity in that my “tribe” is my slot.

Kant: cognitive life depends on harmony of mental constructs and world.

Social existence depends on harmony between individual and social whole.

Perfect society means total reciprocality.  Everything in its place.

[21.3 “This situation is shown…”]  Connections here with Weber and “calling” and Durkheim with complex division of labor
and organic solidarity.

Recall the social import of the question : what do you want to be (or do) when you grow up?  Assumes a place is waiting for
me.

[21.4 “But even antiquity…”] Having a place was known in antiquity but folks were much more similar.

Society offers categories which can be highly anonymous (anyone can fill them), but these are taken up by individuals on the
basis of a personal calling (individual).

Point: the very idea that one can have a calling to a social category (as opposed to some unique never before lived version
of life) reveals this implication of the potential for sociation that exists within the individual.

DJR: we might ask whether it is an apriori or something we are socialized to.  Does GS have an argument for the former?

[21.9 “Empirical society becomes possible…”] So the third apriori is the idea of the vocation.

But the social aprioris are not simple like the natural ones are.  They have a sort of dialectical structure.  Simmel
recapitulates them as

° Unity of the many

° Reciprocal determination of the individuals

° Significance of individual for totality and vice versa

Individuality finds its place in structure of generality and the structure of generality is custom designed for the existence of
individuality.


